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What Is The Accord?
The Accord is an online quarterly publication for Wiccans, Pagans, NeoPagans, and other New Age
Philosophers.
This newsletter focuses on Tradition sharing, all types of positive magick, poetry, rituals, and many
other items of interest to the Craft community.
The Accord eZine—the current issue plus an archive of previous issues—can be found on the CMA
website. This exceptional eZine includes various articles that range from Pagan spirituality and the
practices of the magickal arts, multimedia reviews, Pagan parenting, online resources, magickal
lore, religious tolerance, happenings in the Pagan community and messages from CMA officers.
Submission of Factual Articles
Articles may be edited for length or content as needed at
the discretion of the Editor. In case of editing, all attempts
to preserve the original feeling and content of the article
will be made.
Please list information sources at the end of articles.

Editorial Policy
Opinions expressed by individual authors do not necessarily
reflect the opinions of the staff, officers, or membership of the
Council of the Magickal Arts.
This CMA eZine welcomes editorials and responses on topics
pertinent to the pagan community. A selection of responses
received will be published in the interest of presenting
balanced viewpoints.
Editor may hold over items submitted for the publication for
following issues of the publication. These decisions will be
made based on seasonal appropriateness of the material and
available space.

Submission of Artwork and Fiction
Art and fiction will be published without editing. If it is
not possible to publish an item without editing due to
its content or appearance, the item will not be used.

Be sure to specify what name or magickal name you would like
to be credited under for publication purposes. We will gladly
respect privacy and use only magickal names as requested.
Also, if you would provide a short bio as well that would be
greatly appreciated.
Editor reserves the right to reject any material or ad that does
not meet with the goals and purpose of the Council of the
Magickal Arts.

Events Calendar
Free event listings are available for events occurring
between issues. Material submitted may be summarized.
Please include dates, sponsorship, admission prices,
location, a contact address and/or phone, and general
topics and activities relevant to the event.

—Pamela DragonFlame
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Pamela DragonFlame has been the Editor of The Accord since the Fall of 2011. She joined CMA Beltane 2007
and has attended every festival since. Her CMA positions included PA for DoF 2007 – 2008, SA Area Rep
2007 – 2009 and DoR for several years. Of all those the position that she is most honored to hold is the privilege of the vote of confidence by the membership to give her the lifetime position of Editor of The Accord as
that is one of her passions.
Pamela DragonFlame camps with Pooh in Tent City and is always available for a chat.
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Greetings CMA Phamily,
It’s Spring and Beltane and bright colors and just a feeling of new energy. I love spring in Texas because of
the plethora of colors and wild flowers. Everything seems fresh, new and promising. As we approach our
Beltane festival and reconnect with those we may not see but every six months, let’s take the time to start
those relationships on a new foot. Hold on to the good and relinquish everything negative to our Mother
that it can be remade and lets nourish the positive.
As I have said so many times before, The Accord is only as great as the participation of our CMA members. I
want to thank those who are submitting articles for the first time and those who have once again added to
our eZine. If you have articles, poetry, original artwork, or other items that you want to share I’d love to
see them for our next edition. The deadline of our Summer Solstice is June 1st. Please don’t wait until the
last minute to send in your work.
Also please keep in mind that I am still seeking the following items:


Poets Corner: all ages



All call: Societies, Guilds, Covens, Circles, Groves, etc.



Drummers Section



Pagan Parenting



Artists and/or Writers: all ages



Movie Reviews: seeking columnist



Tradition Sharing



Regular Columnists: seeking committed contributors

Did you know that The Accord has its own Facebook page? Be sure
to “like” our page at www.facebook.com/CMAAccord
Finally—may you never thirst, may you never hunger, and may you
always know that you are loved.

2017 UPCOMING DEADLINES
Summer Solstice
Deadline June 1, 2017
Theme: Phamily, Tribe, Clan
Autumn Equinox/Samhain
Deadline September 1, 2017
Theme: TBA
Winter Solstice
Deadline December 1, 2017
Theme: TBA
Spring Equinox/Beltane
Deadline March 1, 2018

—Pamela DragonFlame

Theme: TBA
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Dear Friends and Members,
We are truly living in interesting times, and our connection to community is more important than ever.
We have ambitious goals this year for growth and opportunities to reach out to our local communities to
welcome people to CMA. In order to grow our membership, we must find ways to strengthen our
connections to one another and to our local pagan community. I ask that as we celebrate the renewal of
Spring, that we renew our connections to one another. Reach out to your local community. Get
involved. Renew a friendship. Make an apology. Accept an apology. Help one another. Let someone
know how much they have touched your life. We are all connected in this web of life, and the increased stresses in the world do
effect us. We can ease one another's burdens and lift one another up. CMA is an organization full of very passionate people and
we are more than the sum of our parts.
As passionate spiritual people, we are often drawn to activism. Many of us have a cause, or many causes, that are near and dear
to our hearts. Whether we are led to support our LGBTQ community members, or indigenous people defending their sacred land,
I encourage all of us to speak with compassion with one another. Together, we can lift one another up. I have experienced the
love and support of this community and it is truly awesome. We have a long history of inclusiveness, and we can do even more
this year to invite more open discussion, teaching, and worship as we come together for festivals.
A Revel Revival is coming to CMA. Invite your friends to join you at Beltane.
Pax,
Willow
One Team, for 500 at Beltane and a Tractor!
**********************************************************************************************************
I’d like to warn everyone that CMA will be migrating to a new email service powered by Gmail in the next few weeks. Our aging
email system has increasingly been failing us over the past few months, meaning that there have been many
communications that have never been received.
I'll be sure to announce on our Facebook groups the exact day the "switch is flipped" because it means that CMA
email will be completely down for a few days. I am aware that updating MX records typically takes only a few
hours; however, CMA has more than 100 email boxes that will be migrated.
Additionally, some of the mailbox owners may require training for the new system-AND, and I'm sure you're aware, nothing ever
goes 100% to plan.
It seems ironic to announce that email messaging may be spotty at best for a few weeks as a resolution for email messaging
having been spotty at best, but the week or two we'll spend in limbo should resolve the email issue once and for all.
Again, I'll make several announcements when it happens, so for now, it's business as usual. While email is down, you can get your
questions answered by:




Phoning your Area Rep
Posting on the CMA Village Facebook group
Stay tuned for more on upgrading our tech infrastructure!

Lux,
Jodi
Director of Communications
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Brags
Congratulations Lady Valna
on your Anniversary

If you know of a birth, wiccaning, handfasting,
transitions, or brags please send the info to
the editor accord@magickal-arts.org.
We want to always honor each stage of the
turn of the wheel.

Transparency Advocate
To all members of CMA,
As your Transparency Advocate, I wanted to assure you all of the future of the TA position, at least for the
immediate future. The word was circulating that I was stepping down from the TA position. That was true,
not just a gossipy rumor. But as the time approached to declare candidacy for an open position on the
Board, or for the TA position, it was becoming clear that no one was stepping forward to run for TA, who
would survive the vetting process. The board and I have discussed what to do, and I have decided to remain
in the position and serve CMA until a viable candidate steps forward.
Please do not misconstrue my words here. There were several persons who threw their hat in the ring for
the position in question, and even a late submission or two. I’m sure they would have done a fine job and I
have nothing ill to speak about any of them. However, while it is working against me at this time, I agree
with the minimum requirements set forth by the 2015 board who created the position. They seem extreme,
but there are MANY very good reasons for them to be in place to protect the membership and the
organization as a whole.
That being said, I would like to be very clear, when a viable candidate steps forward I will take them on as an
intern and hand over the reigns following an election by the membership.
In the mean time, I will examine the minimum requirements and discuss it with the board. And I will
continue to serve faithfully the interests of CMA and all of its members.
Yours in Grace,
Bill David
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Ranch Manager
Good Day Folks!!
The ranch team wanted to take a moment and update each of you as to what’s been going on at the ranch.
1. General cleanup of the property. This includes the removal of all trash and defective equipment in and
around the tool room and storage areas.
2. We’ve been able to get most of the mowers and other equipment running and we will continue to
work on other equipment.
3. We are working to get a full inventory of all equipment and materials owned by the organization. This
will assist us with putting together an appropriate maintenance program in place to ensure our
equipment is properly maintained.
4. While we still have a bit of work to do, the healing station floor and building was secured by lifting the
floor from underneath and placing additional stronger supports under it.
5. We have road material on site and have begun to repair areas of our road to allow full access to the
property via the roads. We will continue to do all of these items.
Below is a list of tasks needed over the next several workends.
• Build an extension on the kitchen shade structure
• Build a roof structure between CMA 1 and the tea house
• Close in the table/ prep/ food area in the kitchen shade area for closed storage
• Continue to repair and expand on electrical issues
• Make necessary repairs to the water system as needed
• Perform repairs and perform appropriate repairs to the well, water holding tank and pressure
pump.
• Install small water heater for the kitchen
• Complete the kitchen
• Continued maintenance on the ranch including wowing, road repairs, and land repair from
vehicle damage, general cleanup and trimming of and around trees.
• Begin better communication between the ranch and membership by updating everyone on a
regular basis.
• Continue to build on our team!
This is a list that is ever growing and we always need the help of those that love our home. The only way
we will get our home as we all want it, is to come together and work as a team. One Team, the Spirit Haven
Ranch Team!
Hope to see you at a workend soon!
Spencer
Spirit Haven Ranch Manager
One Team!
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A Cup of Tea
What is it about a cup of tea that relaxes one? If you came from a home like I did
where a grandmother would put the tea kettle on then go outside and pull up various
herbs drop them in the cup along with some honey comb it is a bit of nostalgia to
inhale those first whiffs as you uncover the tea once it has finished steeping.
Spring offers such an awesome variation of herbs that can be used to create your own special blend. Here is
one of my favorite homemade blends.
Spring Herbal Infusion (Tea)
2 parts lavender
1 part calendula
1 part lemon balm
1 part red clover blossom
1 part dandelion leaf
1 part pansy or rose petals
honey to taste

1 part rose hips

You can place a teaspoon of each into a mason jar or empty spice jar, mix, and store for additional use. When you’re ready to
brew a cup, place 1 or 2 teaspoons of the mixture into a teapot or a strainer, pour boiling water over tea, steep covered for 5-10
minutes, or until the flavor is to your liking. (Steeping covered ensures the volatile oils remain in the tea instead of escaping into
the air.)
Enjoy!

What is an Area Rep?
Have questions about CMA? Want to join but you’re not sure who to talk to? Find out what is
happening in your local area through their quarterly reports. If you’re ready to put a name to a face,
then come out to some of the local events. Our reps will be happy to answer your questions and get
you connected with your specific community.

Austin
Your Austin reps are Candyce (lead) and Janis/Calliope, as well as Kait and Hunter as our rep duo in San Marcos! To keep up with local
events, join the CMA Austin Facebook group at https://www.facebook.com/groups/523531024350569/ and the Austin Pagan
Facebook group at https://www.facebook.com/groups/austinpagan/! You can also reach the reps at austin@magickal-arts.org for any
questions.
Austin has our Fourth Friday Pagan Night Out on the fourth Friday of every month (subject to change in Nov and Dec to avoid
holidays) at the Austin Java near 12th and Lamar, usually on the back patio. We begin at 7pm and are usually there until close, so
come enjoy food, beverages, and good conversation! (And occasional surprise guests, like T-Rex.) To keep up with this event, you can
join the Facebook group at https://www.facebook.com/groups/362468705164/. San Marcos also has an informal meet-up at Wake
the Dead coffeehouse every Friday evening around 7pm. Contact Kait for more info!
The Austin and San Marcos college student groups recently came together at Spirit Haven for the first annual Texas Alliance of Pagan
Students conference! This was an opportunity for the students to bond with each other and learn more about spirituality, the CMA
land, and of course, fire. Everyone had a wonderful time and they all plan to attend workends and festivals in the future.
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CMA Youth Rep
Teen Minions and Mites
Hello! Smash Spencer, your Youth Rep here, calling all teens and tweens! Last Beltane, I started the Teen Minion
Committee, along with the help of friends and family of course. Teen Minions are the youth members of CMA, ages
13-17, who wish to precede the volunteers that are working now. As a minion, you would be shadowing/mentoring a
team leader or board position holder, so that you may learn what it takes to keep our community moving forward. As
everyone needs a helper, we also have the Minions In Training Elite Squad, or M.I.T.E.S, (ages 10-13) who will assist
Teen Minions, in hopes of keeping the group going as we age out. This festival, the other head minions and I would
like to recruit new members, so please feel free to attend our meeting during the upcoming Beltane. Parents are also
encouraged to come. The details for this will be in the festival guide. If you wish to speak with the head minions, contact me (Smash Spencer) before or during the festival, and we try our best to answer any questions or concerns you
have. Also, all minions and mites are welcome at work-ends as well.
Be the change,

Smash
Youth Rep

North Texas
The North Texas Area Reps and ED are continuing to communicate with managers and owner at The Green Elephant,
Dallas for an ideal PNO meeting venue due to space, amenities, refreshments, family friendly and flexible schedule.
Thank You, to those members and friends who continue to make it to The Green Elephant on Wednesday nights for
Drum Jam and Fire play! We look forward to seeing more members with friends and families here soon!
The North Texas Area Reps are continuing to communicate with managers and owner at Zongas Mediterranean Bar &
Grill, North Richland Hills for an ideal PNO meeting venue due to space, amenities, foods/refreshments, family friendly and flexible schedule.
The North Texas Area Reps and other members are looking into other optional locations for PNO meeting venues for
example: J. Gilligans or Danny’s Celtic Pub in Arlington area as well as possibly Fuddruckers in Addison.
The North Texas Area Reps plan to release Polls to the “CMA - North Texas area” Facebook page as a way to gear
planning based on group interests.
Looking forward to DFW Pagan Unity Fest 2017 held at Arlington Unitarian Universalist Church May 20th. The North
Texas Area Rep has purchased and scheduled another information booth for current and new prospective members
Area rep business cards, promotional flyers and large promotional banner are already available for more upcoming
events!
We look forward to seeing all members with their friends and families!
We are looking at bringing on more new members and filling up our Beltane Festival to greater than 500 tickets sold
as well as a new tractor to maintain Spirit Haven Ranch festival site!
Daniel "Buddha" Birr
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Outlands
Greetings from CMA's Outlands Area. Our next Outlands Area Meeting will be during Beltane Festival at 11:00am on
Saturday, April 22, 2017 at Volk Ve, which is located to the left of the path going down to Herne's Hollow. Remember to bring a
chair. Looking forward to seeing you!
We are few yet we are all around. We are still looking for more of our wayward Outlanders who have yet to find their way to
our FB group so we can all connect between festivals. Here is the link to pass along to your CMA Outlands friends... https://
m.facebook.com/groups/1094520530559051.
Imber Moon (Shanda) is our newest Outlands Rep in the Midland/Odessa area. They keep fairly busy out there with classes and
PNO's. If you are ever in the area, connect with them. https://m.facebook.com/TreeOfLifeOpenCircle
We also host monthly Gatherings at Alchemy's Alcove which is between Abilene and Ft Worth just off of I- 20. These are off-grid
camping weekends on 42 acres. We post Event invites on Facebook from our Alcove page.
https://m.facebook.com/AlchemysAlcove/
Go to our website for Information on camping at the Alcove and other groups who make their festival home at the Alcove.
Everyone is welcome to join us regardless of which area you are in. alchemysalcove.com
Your CMA Outlands Area Reps are here for you! Have any questions? Just let us know how we may be of service. Here is a link
to our Contact page from the Council of Magickal Arts website. http://magickal-arts.org/aboutcma-contact.php
See You All at Festival!
Alchemy and Shanda :-)
CMA Outlands Area Reps.

Southeast Texas
Southeast Texas continues to have the usual monthly Pagan meet-ups: PNO on the 1st Saturday of each month and PNO on the
13th of each month, both at Midtown Bar & Grill, HACK on the 1st Thursday of the month at Empire Cafe, and PAtHs on the 3rd
Tuesday of each month (location TBD because the old location closed). All events begin at 7 PM.
We are currently planning on our presence at the Houston Gay Pride Parade and other events. If you know of other events that
could benefit from our presence, please let your area reps know.
- Omorka (Jen Ramon)

Central Texas

Coastal Bend

San Antonio

Merchants

Wondering what is happening in your area, contact your area rep.
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Basic Cosmology in ADF
By: Chris Godwin

The Indo-European cultures included the largest swath of languages spoken over the planet today. They include many
cultures, but through comparative mythology, archeology, linguistics, Indo-European studies, dumezilian tripartite hypothesis, among other studies in music, magic and folklore, we can trace all of the Indo-European paganisms to a
mother polytheism. A Heathen for instance, cannot fully understand the god Tyr if they aren’t aware that he is an outgrowth of ideals that started with the proto-Indo-European deity Dyḗus Ptḗr, the Shinning Sky God. Respectively, a
Celtic pagan cannot fully understand the role of Lugus as he comes to Nodens aid, Lugh comes to Nuada’s aid, Odin
comes to Tyr’s aid, and understanding that there are common patterns to these polytheisms which when analyzed
comparatively, reveal the true nature of our symbols of cosmology and cosmogony. ADF was originally a Druid organization, but in the course of seeking out these patterns in their own ‘hearth-culture,’ as we put it, determined that the
religion and role of the Druids is the same as the Gothar and Gythia, the Brahmin and Flamen, the Volkyvi and Volva,
Priests and Poets, and the Atharvana. Likewise they share other concept which we will explore below.
Earlier on in our rites, before we generate the cosmos, by the mists from the two powers of fire and water, we set the
stage for envisioning, feeling, and acknowledging the cosmic structure (COoR Tutorial). Afterward, what we call out to,
what we consecrate and sanctify, comes out of those mists of creation, as it did during the creation of the world. We
then acknowledge and envision ourselves being at the threshold of a triple cosmos. This takes the form of land, sky and
sea in my hearth culture, but can take other forms in other hearth cultures, such as terrestrial, atmospheric, celestial in
Vedic and Avestan IE paganisms (Dangler, para. 28). We then consecrate the following three hallows in the sacred center, which are symbols that represent cosmic operation.
The well provides potentials and connects us to the realms of the ancestors across the sea by way of the Bile, Crann
Naofa, or Sacred Tree. This tree also connects us to the ordered fires in the celestial realms of the heavens as the Axis
Mundi Loci (Serith, para. 5), basically our tribe’s own axis of the world pointing up toward the pole star. And the fire of
our nemeton carries our offerings up to the gods on clouds and columns of fire and smoke. Before we consecrate the
hallows and conjure the sacred center, we sometimes propitiate the chaotic and unseelie beings called the Outdwellers
or the Unseelie Gentry. This has the effect of helping to maintain the order we are conjuring during our liturgy. And
finally, we make offerings and sacrifice, strengthening our relationships with the Gods, Dead, and Gentry further establishing cosmic order on many levels. When we bend, break, down, and burn offerings we fulfill and reenact the dismemberment of the Giant Bith, whose name means Cosmos by the Ard Brehon Fintan Mac Bochra (Godwin),
What’s going on here is that we are creating connections and relating with the cosmos mentally in ways that establish
and reaffirm a worldview and way of seeing our world. We have the wild and the community, inside that our homes,
and the self but in the sacred center, we establish the ultimate liminality, where the constituent and conflicting parts of
the cosmos are pinched together and all becomes accessible. In my UPG, drawing from the Norse IE paganisms, this is
where the supernal drops of Goibniu’s mead are found, his immortality drink. By creating these connections and flows
in the universe, we ensure the health of the immune system of the universe (Serith). Our offerings, praise, and worship
are literal spirit blood flow. Our religion is transactional as a result of this worldview and the need to upkeep and take
part in a spiritual economy and ecology. We believe without our rites, the world tree has decayed, and so we have
brought them back. By keeping and recreating this order we attain a social order in our tribe that protects us from the
chaos of the wild extra-tribe affairs.
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Basic Cosmology in ADF (Continued)
In our rites, the fire well and tree are the most common object which symbolize the sacred center, but only fire is
required (Council, para. 5), In Roman paganism a shaft replaces the well and a doorway replaces the tree. In hellenism a mountain or the omphalos exemplifies the sacred center instead of a tree, but a sense of the axis mundi is still
evident. Since we are a fire religion, fire is always required as we aren’t to invite the spirits empty handed, as warmth
is the first hospitable gift (Dangler).
The well connects us to several things. Firstly it connects us to the void sea present before our world was born, seen
as potential containing Ice by the more colder climate dwelling Indo-Europeans, It connects us with chthonic waters
deep in the earth that flow from here to the otherworlds, and with the otherworldly isles across the sea. We give
offerings to our ancestors and chthonic gods into the well, ground or offering shaft (Thomas).
The fire connects us to and mirrors the spinning wheels of ordered fire in the heavens. Through it, The fire forms a
natural protection and circle and establishes order and the dominion of humans (Dangler, para. 54). The fire is a
nemeton in and of its own self, as it requires an established perimeter and a center set aside for the heart of the fire
to burn. It is through the fire that our offerings are transmuted into columns of smoke which rise toward the celestial
gods into something they enjoy (Dangler, para. 47).
The tree, Crann Naofa, or Bile is the Cosmos itself. In my worldview, all things are hung on it and are a part of it, are
connected to and are wrapped by it’s roots. It stretches deep into the core of the earth and has great pillars and
branches in the celestial realms. The pattern of wyrd, rta, or it’s Irish cognate and homolog Fírinne is woven into it,
stemming from its once seeds, to now roots, in the well. These roots drink chaos from the void to provide the tree
with a “vivifying drink to be its sap” (Serith, para. 12). This is the 2nd law of thermodynamics being supplied with
entropy with which to make the complexity that becomes Cosmos.
In our rites, a triple cosmos is essential. The number of divisions in the cosmos are more important that what they
are or who dwells there (Dangler, para. 23). The most common seen in IE worldview are Underworld, Middleworld,
and Upperworld (Dangler, para. 24). This in ADF is called the vertical axis. While these are worlds, some hearth cultures refer to the divisions of the cosmos as realms. Three of these realms in vedic paganism came from the dismemberment of the Giant, Earth, Mid-air, and the Celestial realms (Thomas, paras. 9-12). While you find 9 realms in Norse
lore, you’ll find more commonly in Celtic paganism references to Land, Sky and Sea. In an effort to try to reconcile all
of these worlds, we use 3 worlds and the 3 realms of land, sky and sea of each of those worlds in a combined 9 realm
worldview. We hold multiple cosmologies in mind when in certain contexts. When in a pan-Indo-European common
context, we use this shared worldview. As a Druid, there are countless Otherworlds, as a Gothi, there are 9 specific
realms with specific lore. In what I personally call the lateral axis, the 4, 8 or 12 winds or airts divide each world. In
The Settling of the Manor of Tara, the 5 airs of Abundance, Harmony, Wisdom, Battle, and Kingship divided up the
middle world, or Middle Isle in this case, and the hill of Tara at Uisneach was the cosmological sacred center of Ireland (Hibernicae). In that tale the great sage Fintan Mac Bochra is asked how the land is to be divided up. He notes
that prosperity in the east, harmony in the south, wisdom in the west, and battle to the north with Kingship in the
center (Hibernicae). In personal divinatory practice I use this lateral axis when I cast ogham staves, runes or bunches
of galdrastafir to see what kennings fall in which Wind.
Fire is an essential element to our ritual because it’s essential to our cosmology. The sacrifices was given to the gods
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Basic Cosmology in ADF (Continued)
through fire (Serith, para. 3). Without the fire, there’d just be Potential and no Cosmos, or Gods and Giants stuck in
blocks of Ice forever. Fire is energy and the engine which transforms potential into Cosmos, so without the mythological fire of norse creation, Muspelheim, the Ice containing potentials wouldn’t have ever melted. Without the fire we
couldn’t transmute the sacrifice into a form the gods accept. In the Vedic hearths of our Indo-European family, the fire
is itself a god or has an indwelling god, Agni who consumes the sacrifice. Agni, the fire, calls forth the other gods to sit
upon the sacrificial grass (Dangler). This god is responsible for the sacrifice and as we develop and reconstruct our IndoEuropean paganism around these concepts that are closer to our proto-Indo-European ancestors, we get closer to the
mother paganism of them all, which is at its heart a Hospitable Fire Religion. In my personal practice we conjure the
hallows and ask Brighid to dwell within the Fire and watch over the well as we open the ways to the Otherworld.
Brighid is the hearth goddess of Scotland (Daimler “Brigid” 27), a well goddess, and a goddess of smiths and poets
(Pander 23). Therefore, we can safely assume she regularly is responsible for both the magic of the forge and the
quench waters of the forge well, as well as the fire in the head for poets, and the fire in the heart for leechcrafters, and
fire in the hand for smiths. As a transfunctional deity, meaning she was venerated by all the classes of Iron-Age society,
we ask her to prepare the sacrifices for all our people.
The function of the gatekeeper, Isaac Bonewits once told me, was a ritual role appropriated from Santeria like El Elegua
in Lucumi. He brought it into brought in to ADF ritual, due to the abundance of transfunctional psychopomps in IndoEuropean paganism and fire gods which call the other gods forth. In my own culture I can think of 3 deities readily
available for keeping the ways between the worlds. Though my grove asks deities to dwell within the well while we
keep the gates, others generally ask a psychopomp to open, guard and maintain the gates or ways through the center
to the Otherworlds. In doing so you could petition Morrigan, Manannan, or even Gamal or Camall, the doorkeepers of
the Tuatha De Danann (Gray 53). If you use the latter two, be prepared to answer a lot of questions in order to execute
your gate spell. But overall, we trust the gatekeeper to guide us as we navigate the divisions of the Cosmos (Dangler,
para. 82).
The fire of the heavens and waters in the earth are surely split apart by our middle world, however, my concept of the
two powers comes directly from the Well of Segais, which contains water that burns like fire because of its purity, and
even Boann is burned by it when it burst forth (Guyonvarch note 57). This is where the source of all consciousness
flows resulting in the five streams, or senses. In Ian Corrigan’s portal song, I always thought the lyrics “By Fire and by
Water, between the Earth and Sky” were a throwback to the 4 wiccan elements. However as I understand it now, folks
view the Earth and Sky as places that Fire and Water can be found. So when we envision the two powers coming from
these realms, we are connected to Earth and Sky through them, further connecting ourselves to all of these relationships in nature.
We have five different contexts of Sacrifice in our polytheism. The primary one is Maintaining the Cosmic Order briefly
described above, the second most important one is probably mitigating Cosmos with Chaos. In 2000, Ceisiwr Serith introduced ADF to the idea the Chaos feeds Cosmos and a balance is maintained in a liminal kind of space (Thomas, para.
98). When we look to science for an analogous worldview, we can come to the conclusion that the Cosmos is being fed
entropy, or disorder. The is perfectly in alignment with PIE notions of the waters breaking free and the fire of sacrifice
or order kicking off the Cosmos. The interesting thing is that we can comfortably know that our ADF worldview has real
basis in real Cosmology. When I look at an ordered system, a social group, a traffic light, or anything that involves rules,
I can judge how the chaos is going to enter the system overtime. Rules, at a traffic stop for instance, are for mitigating
chaos themselves, but sometimes an ordered system can have too many rules applied to it and it dies as a result.
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Basic Cosmology in ADF (Continued)
The reason for this is that the natural rta of things will shift and adjust often a part of the Cosmos is too ordered and
brittle, it breaks in favor of a new portion of the ordered system in its place. An example of this is the smart phone. In
the ordered system of telephony, the older models didn’t keep up with the chaining rta of the internet and the way
human interact with devices. Older devices fell out of favor.
If we apply this whole line of thinking to our lives and sacrifices, then we are making sacrifices to bring in entropic
chaos from the well, void, or seas and we are feeding the world tree as to increase its health and immune system
created by flowing bio currents. This helps keep our world between the two extremes that Muspelheim and Ginnungagap represent and help the tree itself attain its sovereign path along its own rta.
It is only proper to receive gifts in return for gifts according to the hymns in the Rgveda and Havamal (Stoll, para. 4142). So when we ask for blessings we are asking those blessings to come from the power, efficacy, and agency of the
gods, spirits and ancestors to whom we give our offerings. We are not entitled to these blessings, because we value
the concepts behind du ut des, or we give so that you may give. In this conception of reciprocity, we aren’t entitled to
anything, though we hope that if we do things properly and gain the favor of these gods we’ll receive their blessings
as return gifts. And so we ask the gods to fill our fiery waters with their return flow, or blessings. We call these the
waters of life and they are disseminated to the folk via a drinking horn, an oxhorn quaich from scotland (in the case
of my grove), or via asperging. Often a personal omen or benediction can be given with the disbursement of the
blessings. Sometimes folks in ADF have an alcoholic blessing only and sometimes we provide both an alcoholic version and one non-alcoholic. When our grove fails to provide the latter, we guide our attendees to absorb the blessings metaphysically by just holding the horn or quaich.
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Kitchen Witch Society
So shiny, so new, and yet so needing to happen. Greetings to all. Let me introduce myself. I’m Brinna
Benjamin and I run the Community Kitchen that works to feed our hard workers out on workends and
during Setup for our Festivals. Together with Jodi Paul, our current Director of Communications and fellow
Kitchen Witch of awesomeness, we would like to welcome all who would like to sit at our fire and chat over
a cup of something tasty and a bite to eat.
What is this Society all about, you may be wondering? We wonder that too, and would love your input. Our
goal is to share knowledge and take a peek into what each of us may call the Divine in our everyday lives.
Do you say a prayer before you begin your culinary adventures or do you meditate over your prep work,
bringing more energy into the meal you’re preparing, to nourish those you serve? Or maybe a quick prayer
to make sure everything comes out alright in the end? What does being a “Kitchen Witch” mean to you?
Some are eclectic and try everything and anything to broaden themselves, while others may have a more
traditional outlook and relish making something “just like” a favorite relative. Do you view cooking as just
another activity—or is there a bit of mystery and connection every time you begin to work?
I spoke of a bit of Tradition. Do you want to do more on your spiritual path by incorporating sacred herbs
and their magickal meaning? Maybe tailoring a meal to go with the season or a specific ritual intent?
Maybe even growing your own herbs, adding a special touch and connection in your everyday kitchen
workings. All things are possible and all paths are open, there is no one true way.
We will be holding our first meeting at the upcoming Beltane Festival and invite any who wish to partake.
Check the Festival Schedule when it becomes available to find out when the first Kitchen Witch Society
meeting will be held.
In the meantime, join us online. Our Facebook group can be found at https://www.facebook.com/groups/
cmakitchenwitchsociety. It’s been set up as a Closed group, which just means you’ll have to make a request
to join. (Keeps out the weirdos!)
So—come, discuss, and learn. Let’s make it grow together!
Brinna Benjamin & Jodi Paul
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Sit A Spell
Since spring is in the air I thought I share a list of common items
most of us have in our kitchens and their magickal correlations that
are often overlooked.
Allspice = luck, health, wealth, business, success, gambling, money
Almonds = wisdom, prosperity, intuition, research, weddings, inspiration

Artichoke = lust, protection, personal growth
Avocado = beauty, health, fertility, femininity, sex,
Basil = love, protection, harmony, money
Bay Leaf = psychic powers, achievement, education, creativity, divination, dreams, healing, protection,
awareness, purification, wishing
Beer = purification, health, prosperity
Bell Pepper = prosperity, security, strength, energy, comfort
Blackberry = wealth, prosperity, protection, abundance, money, sex, fertility
Blueberries = positive, peace, warding, protection, acceptance
Bok Choy = healing, prosperity
Broccoli = strength, leadership
Butter = spirituality, communication, reconciliation, enhancing energies
Cabbage = money, protection, longevity, fertility, love, health
Carrots = banish, dispel illusions, fertility, clarity, clear vision, sex
Cashew = money, increased energy
Cayenne = banishing, protection, purification, cleansing
Celery = peace, soothing, relaxation, sex, desire, lust, grounding
Cheese = completion, enhancing energy
Cherries = sex, energy, potency, fertility, love, playfulness, creativity, divination
Cinnamon = protection, prosperity, scrying, comfort, love, purification
Cloves = love, money, protection, clarity, warding, lies, gossip, illusions
Cocoa = Love, lust, money, joy, spirituality
Coconut Oil = spirituality, diversity
Coffee = clarity, energy, mental, thought, divination
Cranberries = protection, banish negativity
There are many more this is just to get you thinking and exploring.
In the meantime keep the fires burning…….
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The Elementals Circle
By Katherine Vancil

The Lords and Ladies were to gather, to bring an end to the endless wars, but the meeting to plan the Feast did not go
well. So many hurts, so many wars - and everyone was in the right and in the wrong. So olive branches were brandished, and the in the cold, silent fury of frustrated longing, old pains ached. They walked away to nurse their wounds,
olive branches strewn on the ground.
In the lonely, moonless darkness, it started with the gnomes. A clearing should be clear, so steadily, quietly, they gathered the forgotten branches and placed them in the center. They circled the pile and mourned for what could have
been. Their low, sad dirge rumbled through the earth, a cry for what once was and may never be again.
Shaking from the gnomes’ grief, the salamanders slithered in.
“This cannot be the end. This is not the end. This will not be the end!” They growled as they moved through the
gnomes to the center of the circle.
“This cannot be the end. This is not the end. This will not be the end!” Their passion glowed hot within the circle of the
gnomes and the branches smoldered and turned red from the heat.
“This cannot be the end. This is not the end. This will not be the end!”

The sylphs, drawn by the warmth, began to dance slowly above the gathering of gnomes and salamanders. They flitted
above the warmth, and as they danced, flames from the branches below began to rise up and join them in their gambol. Delighted, the sylphs danced faster and with abandon, beyond the circle of the earthen gnomes, and the flames
followed in pursuit, far from the burning heart of the salamanders and beyond their control. The clearing began to
burn.
Dismayed, the creatures knew no more than to follow their hearts. The gnomes settled into the earth. The salamanders
burned brighter in impassioned confusion, and the sylphs swirled in frenzied horror crying out for the winds to blow
the fire back. But the winds simply sent the fire out of control. The elementals cried in horror, and begged for help. And
on the winds - the undines came.
They hitched a ride on the currents of air as they flowed past rivers and streams, and far distant seas. Cautious of the
flames, the undines encircled the clearing, and in tones gentle and melodic, whispered “This was not the start. This is
the start. The start will be again.” The sylphs calmed, and began to retreat to the center, pulling the winds with them.
“This was not the start. This is the start. The start will be again.” Cheered by the undines’ promise, the salamanders put
purpose to their passion, and called the flames home. The undines crept closer.
“This was not the start. This is the start. The start will be again.” As the undines approached, the gnomes reached up
blocky hands to brush against the undines tails, and the circle was complete.
Within the border of gnomes and undines, the salamanders fed heat to the sylphs’ dance, and the flames crept ever
higher until they brushed the face of the Moon. Blinking in surprise, the old Queen laughed as she saw her smallest
children following their hearts to create a single task. In blessing, she sent her rays down amongst them, joining them
in their Work.
Her light brightened the far edges of the clearing, dispelling the darkness of the tree line. There, hesitant, haughty but
unsure, the outlines of the Lords and Ladies of the Earth paused in indecision. Horns and antlers shook, and diadems
glittered, paused on the edge of beginning and end.
And then, they moved.
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Labyrinth
Candyce Eskew is the new Sacred Space Coordinator for the Labyrinth. The first new challenge of
the year was a post in the center of the Labyrinth falling down, but it was able to be temporarily
reset quickly. The reconstruction of the lines with weed-block and crushed granite beneath the
stones remains the major project of this year and will require a great deal of help. After that project is completed, plans for a
pergola over the center will commence. Those interested in volunteering for work crews or keeping up with what is happening in
the Labyrinth can join the Friends of the Labyrinth Facebook group at https://www.facebook.com/groups/683664781756318/.

Lothlorien Woods—Ken and Lyryal
The wet mild winter we have been experiencing in Texas has led to a lush and green Lothlorien Woods. There is much work to do
before Beltane. The altar was moved, rebuilt, and rededicated at Samhain 2016. The new altar area is near in the nexus of
Lothlorien Woods and the denizens of the space seem pleased. There is a marker stone at the creek bank to show where the old
altar was.
We are beginning the painstaking process of removing the vines that are choking the trees. We really hate to remove any plant
life from Lothlorien Woods, but it is getting to the place where we either remove the vines or we loose the old growth trees in
the Sacred Space.
We are excited for Beltane 2017: Revel Revival and Friday Night Lights. Keep bringing the offerings to the Fae and Otherfolk who
reside there along with the Gods. They really like the visitors.
Always,
Ken and Lyryal
Caretakers of Lothlorien Woods

Our Self Blessing station is
the first Sacred space after you enter Spirit Haven. Consider it a gateway (to fun, learning and community)
or a portal between the Mundane and the Magickal. This is a place to ground and center and rid yourself of
all negativity, anger and worries.
I know how excited everyone is to get to Festival, and how often things go wrong on the way. Please release
all that here, right after you check-in at the front gate. Enter in perfect love and perfect trust.
This Beltane (and hopefully in the future) we would like our Newbies (first timers or first time back in a long
time) to stop and be greeted by our Welcoming committee. They will have information for you, set up
tours, help find you a campsite, maybe get a cool badge (this lets other know you are new, maybe lost,
maybe questioning and for sure GREAT HUGS).
And for our seasoned members, please stop and visualize what you want this festival to bring into your life.
Have a wonderful Beltane Festival
Sierra (Elaine Turner)
Sacred Space Coordinator for Self-Blessing Altar
Also, check us out on Friday Night Lights
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Brighid’s Temple Complex: Coordinator: Carly
Dragon’s Nest Temple: Coordinator: Stefan
Grounding & Centering Temple: Coordinator: Goo
Bill
MHerne’s Hollow: Coordinator: Maeven Eller-Five
Memorial Grove: Coordinator: Letha
Temple Ganesha: Coordinator: Melissa Honeybee

Council Oak Meditation: Coordinators: Gary & Joe Rose
Grandmother’s Grove: Laura
Handfasting Grove: Coordinators: Colleen and Sticker
Meditation Meadow: Coordinator: Goo
Spirit Fire: Coordinator: ?
Volk Ve: Coordinator: Chopper

Making Peace with Plastic: Thoughts on (Perhaps) the Least Magickal Stuff on Earth
By Michelle Gruben
I have an old photo of my little sister and me at home, playing witches. I’m about six years old in the picture. My sister is wearing
a diaper and peering unsteadily into a big black cauldron. I’m hovering over her in a black pointy hat and tattered dress. It must
have been Halloween because the costume and cauldron are new and store-bought. I’m about to go trick-or-treating, or maybe
having one last game of dress-up before packing it all away for the year.
Looking at the picture now, I don’t remember much about that Halloween. I can’t really summon the crispness in the air, the rustling piles of Reese’s Pieces and Twizzlers, the taste of the popcorn balls, made by a neighbor, that my nervous parents reluctantly let me eat. No, my most vivid sensory memory is of that big plastic cauldron. How stupid and hollow it sounded when I stirred
it with my broom, how its overwhelming vinyl smell contaminated my entire haul of candy.
I’m not alone in hating plastic, apparently. Lots of Witches shun the stuff. Aside from the health and environmental concerns that
come with plastic, it just seems so…unmagickal. It’s hard to imagine John Dee bedecked in polyester robes making Enochian tablets out of Perler beads. As for me, if there’s so much as a nylon wick in a candle…forget it. It’s all I can see, or think about.
I’m not an extremist—I don’t actually want to live in a world without cling wrap or PVC pipe or computer screens. Plastic is pretty
useful! Just keep it off of my altar, and we’ll have no problems at all.
It’s several years after the October of the Plastic Cauldron. I’m eleven or twelve years old now, obsessively exploring magick
through a mix of pure instinct and Usenet posts. I don’t have access to occult shops or supplies, so I decide to make myself a scrying bowl.
The unlikely volunteer is a polyethylene salad bowl in bright purple, bought with my allowance on a weekend shopping trip. I
cover the inside and outside with black acrylic paint. (It takes several coats to mask the garish color.) A piece of sandpaper buffs
out the paint lines left by the stiff nylon brush. A line of painted silver hieroglyphs—cribbed from a book of mythology in the
school library—decorates the rim of bowl. I work on it covertly for several nights, consecrate it in a midnight ritual, then hide it
behind my bed.
After a couple of weeks of practicing with the bowl, I dare to show it to my (older, cooler) best friend when she stays over at my
house. “I didn’t think it would be plastic,” she says, hefting it with disdain. I’m crushed. I don’t know how to tell her that plastic
bowls were all they had at the dollar store, that Mom would notice if I took the good ones out of the pantry. I feel desperate and
sad. I’m going to have to wait to be a real Witch after all.
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Making Peace with Plastic: Thoughts on (Perhaps) the Least Magickal Stuff on Earth Cont.
By Michelle Gruben
What is it about plastic that clashes with magick, or our ideas of what magick is? Is it because it’s manufactured by humans? Is it
because it’s cheap and ugly? Is it because the materials didn’t exist a century ago? All of this is arbitrary, of course—glass was
newfangled at some point in history, and so was leather, and so was the carving of wood and stone. But you have to draw the
line somewhere, and plenty of folks draw it at plastic. We shouldn’t need brass and silk and bone and beeswax to legitimize our
work…but hey. Sometimes it helps.
Since my store’s customers tend to dislike plastic as much as I do, I try to avoid purchasing it. When someone asks, “What is this
made of?” I hate answering, “Plastic.” I feel tawdry typing out euphemisms like “laminate,” “resin,” or “polysatin.” Just this week,
I dumped a supplier because they replaced their glass scrying mirrors with “non-breakable black acrylic.” Nuh-uh. I’m not showing up to a Pagan event with a stack of plastic scrying mirrors. I just don’t think I’m ready to relive that pain.
There’s a quote on my desktop from Terence McKenna: “Matter is not lacking in magic, matter is magic.” (But surely he doesn’t
mean all matter, right?) Buddhists meditate on cow patties and corpses—I think Pagans ought to meditate on plastic. I know that
if I could just shrink down to the molecular level, I’d see all the hydrogens and carbons spinning in their little places and be awed
by their beauty. I know that it’s just a failure of perspective. But when I look at a plastic altar tool, all I see is something devoid of
weight and texture—something that doesn’t stir a bit of magickal inspiration, or ancestral memory, or sense of stewardship.

I whine to my magickal partner about the new plastic mirrors. He reminds me that the mirrors are made from petrochemicals and
could be the remains of long-dead dinosaurs. Good point. There is nothing new under the sun—just newer, more permanent
ways of lining up atoms.
History suggests that Pagans will one day transcend our collective aversion to plastic. (We’ll probably have to—we’re making
megatons of it and the stuff isn’t going anywhere soon.) You’ll be hosting a guided meditation on the sacred geometry of polycarbonate. I’ll roll into the parking lot, a plastic Brigid bouncing benevolently on my dashboard. We’ll wield plastic wands with bionic
arms because all the trees will be gone but everything’s groovy because of science. And if all the world falls apart after that…well,
it’s not a total loss. At least the alien anthropologists who dig us up will find plenty of Pagan artifacts for their museums.
About the Author
Michelle Gruben is a Tarot nerd, rogue faery, and owner of the online shop Grove and Grotto. She lives in Dallas with just one cat.
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